SCRIBE REPORT RUN 1771
Saturday 11 January, 2020
Hares: Gorgeous, Lucky Lek, Fungus & Sam Song
phuket-hhh.com
Run 1771 kicked off from one of Phuket’s best laager
spots, overlooking the sapphire goodness of the east
coast. This view is one to treasure with its bay below,
massive sky above and refreshing breeze blowing.
Fungus, Gorgeous and Lucky Lek hared for the day,
and a good job they did. The run took the pack
spiraling up through the tropical lushness with a nice
combination of incline and flat. At least three times during the run I had to stop and
gather my thoughts as a looked out from Cape Panwa’s highest points at the spectacular
seascapes. It’s at moments like this we all know why we live on this island, so hats off to
the hares for carving this run out of the jungle.
As the front running pack reached about 1km from the finish, they were all smiles and
laughs. The run had been frenetic, yet fun. Talk of cold beers could be heard as most felt
the proximity of the circle within their reach. It was then things went left-field. We
found ourselves on a check void of any paper. After much checking and cursing, one
half of the group went with the road and the other down a narrow path. Armed with a
trusty GPS, we edged our way past baying hounds and
miraculously, linked up with paper again. I’ve no idea
how this happened. Let’s just put it down to some
funky Jungian synchronicity, or maybe the stars were
positioned in just the right spots. This good fortune
allowed Butt Plug and me to amble into the circle after
a heart-thumping one hour and four minutes.
As the sun set in the west, our eastern vantage point
luxuriated in orange, scarlet and gold. Night began to invade the evening while the hares
received a resounding good run from the swaying masses. Good run indeed.
Repressed One (Stand-in Scribe)
(This is a bit sparse on detail because I've been running about like a loon getting baby
shit in time for the real baby shit coming later this week... And the fact that I'm scribing
due to loosing a coin toss with Fungus!!)

